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FERGUSON DISTRIBUTIONS VIA POLYA URN SCHEMES
By DAVID BLACKWELL'ANDJAMESB. MACQUEEN2
University
of California,Berkeley
ofcolors.
The Polya urnschemeis extendedby allowinga continuum
For theextendedscheme,thedistribution
of colorsaftern drawsis shown
toconvergeas n -oo toa limiting
discretedistribution
p*. Thedistribution
of,t* is shownto be one introduced
by Fergusonand, given[*, thecolors
drawnfromtheurnare shownto be independent
withdistribution
P*.

Let p be any finitepositivemeasureon (the Borel setsof) a completeseparable
metricspace X. We shall say thata random probabilitymeasure P* on X has a
Fergusondistribution
withparameterp if foreveryfinitepartition(B1, * . *, B) of
X the vector p*(B,), * **, p*(B,) has a Dirichlet distributionwith parameter
(Bj), *--, cp(B,) (when p(B,) = 0, this means p*(B,) = 0 with probability 1).
Ferguson [3] has shown that, for any p, Ferguson p* exist and when used as

priordistributions
yieldBayesiancounterparts
to well-known
classicalnonparametrictests. He also showsthatp* is a.s. discrete.His approachinvolvesa
ratherdeepstudyof thegammaprocess.
One of us [1] has givena different
and perhapssimplerproofthatFerguson
priorsconcentrate
on discretedistributions.In thisnotewe give stilla third
theirconnection
withgeneralized
approachto Fergusondistributions,
exploiting
Polyaurnschemes.
We shallsay thata sequence[X,, n > 1} of randomvariableswithvalues in
X is a Poilyasequencewithparameter1aifforeveryB c X
(1)

P(X1 e B) = p(B)/p(X)

and

X = pn(B)/1p(X)
where p. = p +
3l(Xi) and 3(x) denotestheunitmeasureconcentrating
at x.
Note that,forfiniteX, the sequence{XJ}represents
the resultsof successive
(2)

P{X,+1e B I1 **,,

draws froman urn where initiallythe urn has p(x) balls of color x and, after
each draw, the ball drawn is replaced and anotherball of itssame color is added
to the urn. Note also that, without the restrictionto finiteX, for any (Borel
measurable) function zSon X, the sequence {0(X")} is a P6lya sequence with
parameter
qSp,whereq4(A) = p{l e Al.
We now describe the connections between Polya sequences and Ferguson

distributions.
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THEOREM.

Let {XJ}be a PoTlyasequencewithparameterp. Then

(a) mn= pc/l,,,(X)convergeswithprobability1 as n -* oo to a limitingdiscrete
measure,c*,
withparameterp and
(b) p* has a Fergusondistribution
(c) given,*, thevariablesX1,X2, *** are independent
withdistribution
,*.
Suppose firstthat X is finite,say X = {1, 2, ***, r}. Let p*, {X"J be
is theempirical
variables whose joint distributionis definedby (b) and (c). If wrn
distributionof Xl, * **, X., it followsfromthe stronglaw of large numbersthat
p* with probability1 as n -* oo. Since
PROOF.

*

+ n),
Mn = (p + nwr)/(Ip(X)
(a) follows. It remainsto show that {X," is a Polya sequence withparameter ,
which is equivalent to
(3)

P(A) = fl-,ep(x)[n(x)]/,1(X)[n]

{X1 = xl, X,
x"}, n(x) denotes the number of i with xi = x
and a[k] --a(a + 1)-.. *(a + k-1 ).
where A

Since P(A I p*) =

p*(x)n(x),we get
P(A) = E H.Lp*(x)"(x) .

(4)

That the rightsides of (3) and (4) are equal is a standard formula [2] for the
momentsof Dirichlet distributions.
For general X, let {X"Jbe a P6lya sequence with parameterp, let I, be the
indicatorof the event that X, is different
fromall Xi with i < j and define
for I < j < n,
f,i = Ijmn(Xi)
fnj =? 0for

n.

j>

We show that
with probability1, f,r, convergesas

(5)

n

-

oo,

say to fj* and
Ejfj* = 1 with probability1

(6)

Part (a) of the Theorem, with py*definedby
*

(B) = xJe Bfj*
is an easy consequence of (5) and (6) since, forany B, we have, writing
Snr =

tnr

Z15j:ir;zjeBfnj

(7)

snr <

so that, letting firstn -

oo, then r -oo0

mr(B) <

To get (5) and (6), fixr and define
Un =

= 0

if

l

?j<r

otherwise.

Snr + (1

=n

-tnr)

for I < r < n,

we obtain (a).

and

I,=1

and

Xr+n=X,
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Given X[, *, X7, the sequence {U,1}is a P6lya sequence on 10, 1, *..,

parameter
p' definedby

j()

= M(X)f,j

fA(0) =

for

lr(X) -

r} with
< j <r,

;J=1f2(j),

and thesequencem"'associatedwith{Uj} satisfies
(8)

for 1 < j < r

mn'(i) = fr+nli

and
mn(O) = 1 -

(9)

case of our Theoremto {UJ}. From(8) and part(a) ofthe
We applythefinite
Theoremwe get(5), and from(9) and part(b) of theTheoremwe conclude
(10)
(10)

~E(l
E(l -_

<
PM___
X~.IX,
| Xl, * .X7)
*,Xr) = te'(O)
prfj*
,u,(X)= I,(X) + r
.

-

= 0, and
in (10) and lettingr so givesE(l Takingexpectation
Ef1*)
(6) follows.
Parts(b) and (c) are noweasyconsequencesof thefinitecase. For any finite
= i on B,, so that{sb(Xn)}is a
partition
B1, . . ., B of X, define0 on X by v5
Polya sequence with parameterOp. We conclude that the limitof (mn(B,), *.*,
m.(B,)), already identifiedas (u*(B1), * ,*(B,)), has a Dirichlet distribution

withparameter
(b). For (c), lettsb}be a sequence
p(B,), ***,p(B,), establishing
on X, eachwithfinitely
offunctions
manyvalues,suchthat,if t is the(finite)

field of X-sets determinedby sb, we have Jl

D J

and the Borel fieldde-

termined
= U J consistsof all Borelsets. Part(c) of thefinite
case of
by
our Theorem,appliedto {s0,(X,)},yields
(c') givensbj[*, thesequence{J,(Xj)}is independent
withdistribution
sb*
fori < j.
oo, we get
Letting
j
(c") givenpc*,thesequence{fi(X.)} is independent
withdistribution
O pe*for

all i.

Since{jbO(X,)}
is independent
withdistribution
O,g* forall i implies{X"j is
withdistribution
independent
the
,*, part(c) followsfrom(c"), completing
proof.
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